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ROLL INTO SUMMER WITH THE MULE BY CANYON COOLERS®  
 

New to the Adventure Series, Highly Functional and Hard-Working Cooler 
Features No-Nonsense Wheels for Easy Transport   

 
No matter where your adventures take you this summer, the new Mule by Canyon Coolers® is guaranteed to be the 
perfect companion.  Ideal for camping, the beach, tailgating or any other outing, the cooler is a must have for keeping 
food and drinks insanely cold, even in the summer heat.  Built tough, and made to be moved with ease, the cooler is 
equipped with a number of high-tech features making it impressively versatile and highly functional. 
 
Part of the company’s Adventure Series, the new Mule is designed to travel.  The cooler’s innovative, patented design 
includes two six-inch wheels and a telescoping metal handle, to traverse virtually any terrain without straining yourself.  
Design doesn’t get smarter than this cooler which features wheels, a no-lose drain plug, latches and a handle that all 
recess completely, making the Mule efficient to pack and park in even the tightest spots. 
 
Like all Canyon Cooler products, this 30-quart cube cooler promises to keep your provisions cold, ice cold.  It does this 
with three inches of pressure-injected foam in all six walls.  Newly designed cam latches and a multi-configuration 
bungee net system combine with push-pull single action bar latches and eight secure tie down points to give you the 
most durable cooler no matter where you use it – on land or water.  No detail overlooked, the lockable Mule also has a 
built-in bottle opener, two cup holders, and an internal divider slot and basket. Top this off with an unheard of Lifetime 
Warranty, and you’ve made an investment that will last forever. 
 
Canyon Coolers manufactures ridiculously cold, seriously tough coolers to keep food and beverages cold for not just 
days, but weeks. Ultra-tough in design from the drain plugs, latches, and handles these coolers are designed to take a 
beating from the hot sun in stride. Canyon Coolers are used by hunters, anglers, rafters, outdoor enthusiasts —and 
anyone else whose adventures are fueled by seriously cold refreshments. To learn more about Canyon Coolers’ full-line 
of premium, ridiculously cold and seriously tough coolers, contact Canyon Coolers at 866-558- 3267 or visit 
www.canyoncoolers.com.  
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